Lakes Region Model Railroad Museum
QUESTIONAIRE
Name:

____________________________

E-Mail:

____________________________

Phone:

____________________________

Please follow-up with me concerning …
(check all line items below that apply)
My desire to learn more about the LRMRM.
__ The history learning objectives for visitors
__ How the museum will provide an immersive, interactive learning experience
__ The types of hands-on train operation experiences
__ Interactive simulation games on location and at home
__ Competitions in simulation games; in CAD modeling
__ Collaborative STEM (now STEAM) programs
My interest in volunteering time for the museum.
__ Helping to buildout the model railroad
__ Managing various hands-on programs
__ Managing lobby and providing docent services
__ Coordinating with local schools to collaborate on STEM programs
My wish to learn how I can make funding contributions to the museum.
__ Major Gifts
__ Scholarships/Prizes for top STEM performers and Leader Board competitions
__ Annual Support Funding in return for advertising

PRIORITIES
The Lakes Region Model Railroad Museum (LRMRM) mission is to provide downtown
Wolfeboro and nearby communities with a Center for Learning and Hands-On
Experiences. To achieve this mission, as indicated in the video, there are five (5)
defined programs. They are …
1. Presentation of the story of how the railroad impacted the growth of the Lakes
Region in a very immersive and dramatic way. Then after a “stage-like” show, to
provide QR codes on buildings for visitors to explore more details for the growth
of specific businesses, industries, camps, schools, tourist attractions, and
neighborhoods.
2. Provide a model railroad that provides for hands-on operation for multiple age
groups. This would include Operating Clubs for adults and youths as well as a
guided Play Center for young children.
3. Provide railroad simulation games which provide “gamers” a hands-on, active
way to operate trains, learn about how trains impacted supply chains (logistics),
and play games that involve solving how to make up or break down freight trains
with the least moves or quickest times.
4. Provide local competitive events that are fun and give recognition to those with
railroad operating skills and those who use exceed in STEM programs. An
example of a STEM recognition event is to award a person who uses CAD to
design and build a scaled model historic building for placement on the model
train layout or a person who writes a dramatic script for a seasonal “show” that
uses the museum layout to present some aspect of history of the Lakes Region.
5. Provide a place that can be used collaboratively with local school educators to
enhance STEM (now STEAM) learning objectives and provide students with
extra incentives to apply what they have learned and be recognized for it.
Example disciplines include learning CAD, programming, and creative writing of
drama scripts.

Please help our museum development team with how much emphasis
should be placed on each of these programs above.
Which program would attract the most visitors to downtown
Wolfeboro?
__ Presenting History in a dramatic way
__ Providing a place for Hands-On train operation
__ Providing Railroad Simulations Games for fun and learning
__ Providing Competitive and Recognition Events
__ Providing Resources to Complement Local STEM Programs

Which program would add the most value to the local community?
__ Presenting History in a dramatic way
__ Providing a place for Hands-On train operation
__ Providing Railroad Simulations Games for fun and learning
__ Providing Competitive and Recognition Events
__ Providing Resources to Complement Local STEM Programs
Which program would you, personally, find most attractive?
__ Presenting History in a dramatic way
__ Providing a place for Hands-On train operation
__ Providing Railroad Simulations Games for fun and learning
__ Providing Competitive and Recognition Events
__ Providing Resources to Complement Local STEM Programs
Which program should receive the most emphasis in the early
development of the museum?
__ Presenting History in a dramatic way
__ Providing a place for Hands-On train operation
__ Providing Railroad Simulations Games for fun and learning
__ Providing Competitive and Recognition Events
__ Providing Resources to Complement Local STEM Programs
How would you rank the importance of these programs toward
impacting your deciding to invest volunteer time or financial
resources to support the museum. (Please enter a sequential number
from 1 [most important] to 5 [least important] for each program below.
__ Presenting History in a dramatic way
__ Providing a place for Hands-On train operation
__ Providing Railroad Simulations Games for fun and learning
__ Providing Competitive and Recognition Events
__ Providing Resources to Complement Local STEM Programs

